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*** This is the first book in this series and it ends with a cliffhanger. Intended for 18+.***My name is

Savannah Miller.My father is the mayor of New York. One day after my twenty-seventh birthday I

was grabbed from behind. A cloth sack was quickly pulled over my head, and I was taken from

everything Iâ€™d ever known. I was beaten, starved, treated like an animal, and forced to live in a

room with no windows. With no sense of time and no dignity left I finally gave up hope and made a

promise to myself to end it all. Unfortunately, it was going to be a slow process.Then one night an

elite group of US Army soldiers came to my rescue. I was brought to a safe house and given two

options:Oneâ€”Stay under their protection and follow their rules or...Twoâ€”Leave and be guaranteed

to be returned to the savages within a week. I chose option one. As I work with a therapist and

begin processing my hellish ordeal things slowly begin to surface. With the help of new friends and

a potential new love I fight to get my life back and make choices that will forever alter my future.

This is my storyâ€¦
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I read all three books in this Trilogy in a very short time. Keep my interest to the end. My first time



reading J.L. Drake & will definitely follow her.

I never leave reviews but I absolutely loved this book! Scratch that, I loved the whole trilogy. In fact I

read it in 2 days, yes all 3 books in 2 days- minimal sleep was involved. I couldn't wait to finish it but

didn't want it to end. Each book leaves you with a cliffhanger but I didn't mind at all, on to the next

one :)Ã¢Â€Â¦ I would love more books branching off of this one with some of the other guys in the

house. The character development was great and by the end of the third one I loved every

character (well the good ones at least). Definitely recommend this book :)

It's Been awhile since I purchased a book that caused me to pull an all nighter but this book did just

that. I truly became wrapped up in the book her writing was AMAZING so much so I truly felt I was

there in the book with the characters.The storyline is well thought out and keeps you hooked there's

no fluff to just fill the bookMs Drake you hooked me with "What Lurks in the Dark" but "Broken"

catapulted you into my must read fav author category. Impatiently waiting till MAY

Where to even begin? Oh man! This book was flipping amazing from beginning to end. I loved the

development of the characters and plot it was all so well written.From the moment I started the book

I was consumed and I couldn't put it down at all. The drama was intriguing.I love how we get to

meet all the characters. It isn't like they just pop up for a second or so. We actually get to meet them

and see them interact with each other. I have a soft spot to Mark he was just so funny and adorable.

His personality made it hard not to love him.I loved all the fun and calm moments that happened. It

added just the right amount of humor and it was a really nice touch.Now let's talk about the actual

plot. Did I mention I loved it? Because I did. Lol. From the moment Savannah was rescued and they

began talking about her case it was obvious something fishy was going on. Things weren't clicking.

More into the book more details come to light and you begin to wonder who's actually behind the

whole kidnapping. Why would someone do this to Savannah? That's exactly what I did. I began to

just wonder why it was done and who was behind it all. I started my own theories but I really had

nothing to support them. If something was really obvious in the book or if I got straight answers I

wouldn't pay much attention to it or over think it because I know this lovely author was going to hit

us with the actual truth and not see it coming lol. So when the truth comes to light it really is a "are

you flipping kidding me?" Moment. I would've NEVER thought of that person being an accomplice. I

would have NEVER thought that person would do such a thing! Then when the ending happens

(ITS A CLIFFHANGER YEA) And I really just wanted stab my wall because you can't just end it like



that. I need to know what's going to happen!!! I need answers omg! I was going insane!Cole and

Savannah:I really loved these two characters. The buildup to their relationship was just perfect.

Savannah is scared and broken. Trust really doesn't come easy to her but when she's around

Colonel Cole Logan she feels safe and feels like she can trust him. The moment Cole Logan meets

Savannah Miller there's something that just captures his attention. He immediately feels the need to

protect her. I mean, that's his job but he feels more possessive about it. They attraction and feelings

begin to grown but they don't jump right to it because of their situation and it makes sense. So when

they do slowly go into it it's really just wow swoon. I loved them together and they need to be

together forever lol. Cole is just.. Wow.. Swoon! Lol that shower scene was my favorite.Like I said

we really meet the other characters: Mark, York, Keith, John, Paul, etc.. You will immediately hate

York. He's an a**hole and little B****! Like I said before I have a soft spot for Mark. He was too cute!

The rest of the guys are really sweet, caring nice guys and very professional when it comes to their

job.J. L. Drake did an amazing job with this book! People, pick it up! You won't regret getting your

hands on this one.

I have never written a book review before, but I felt compelled after reading this book. This is one of

the best books I have read in a long time. I could not put my kindle down. The story flowed. Very

well written. You experience a lot of different emotions along with the characters. Can not wait for

book two and three.

SPEECHLESS. I was left completely and utterly speechless for one of the first times in my life.Cole

Logan is a badass who's married to his job.Savi is a victim forced to go somewhere she has no say

in.The rest can only be found within the pages of this book.Read it. You won't be disappointed.If you

want shock factor. If you want serious feels to be evoked, Broken is your book!I was hooked from

the prologue alone.

OMG!! What a great read! I loved this book! I came across this author and the book "Broken" on

Facebook a couple of days ago and I loved the book description so I got my copy and started to

read it. Once I started reading "Broken" I couldn't put it down, I read the book in two days!The book

is free if you use your kindle unlimited! Which I did. After reading a couple of chapter I purchased it

and pre order "Shattered" the next book in this trilogy.What an amazing story and OMG!!! What a

cliffhanger!!! I highly recommend this book!



I absolutely can't wait for book 2 . I received this book in exchange for an honest review but also

bought a copy! Definitely a page turner I stayed up late on a work night it was too good to put down.
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